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The ensemble technique is considered to be an effective approach in enhancing the model
capacity of intra-seasonal climate change. Since El Niño-Southern Oscillation is one of the
critical modes of interannual variability in the tropical Pacific, an appropriate ensemble
technique may help minimize model bias in ENSO forecast. This research includes a
modified stochastically perturbed parameterization tendencies scheme in the Community
Earth System Model to investigate its impact on ENSO prediction. This revised scheme
uses independent noise patterns to perturb the tendencies from different physical
parameterizations. In the original scheme, only the same noise is employed. The result
suggests that the altered approach is in a position to further reduce sea surface
temperatures and gain more skill in uncertainty estimation compared to the original
one. ENSO’s amplitude is improved especially of its warm phase El Niño, but there is
a limited improvement in its spatial structure. The modified scheme also ameliorated the
variability of ENSO by increasing the magnitude toward observation. The power spectrum
exhibits an increased representation. Besides those findings, we notice that simple
ensemble mean may not be able to represent the climate status as it smoothes out
some useful signals.
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INTRODUCTION

El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is one primary mode of tropical variability phenomenon in the
climate system (Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1982). Its warm phase (El Niño) is associated with the
central and eastern equatorial regions with sea surface temperatures (SSTs) above normal. Opposite-
signed changes occurred during the cold period (La Niña) (Deser et al., 2017). This naturally occurring
fluctuation originates in the tropical Pacific zone. It affects the weather across the globe, including the
impact on precipitation strength in the monsoon season and hurricane numbers affecting America
(Ropelewski andHalpert, 1996; Bove et al., 1998). Because of ENSO’s crucial role in controlling climate,
it has been the focus of intense investigation in recent years (Wang and Fiedler, 2006).
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Effective ENSO forecasts could provide a chance for policy
planners to take into consideration estimated climate
abnormalities that could minimize the economic and cultural
damage suffered by this climate event. A variety of studies have
shown that coupled atmospheric-ocean general circulation
models (CGCMs) have been an important tool for ENSO
prediction (Paolino et al., 2012; Levine and Jin, 2015; Wu
et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2016; Barnston
et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020). Despite the fact that the model
improves during the last few decades, there remain systemic
errors and other shortcomings in ENSO simulation even with
state-of-the-art climate models (Bauer et al., 2015; Kumar et al.,
2016; Vega-Westhoff and Sriver, 2017; Haszpra et al., 2020;
Watterson et al., 2020). Despite using the data assimilation
technique to initialize the model, fully coupled models still
have deficiencies and are marginally better than the
mathematical models in the ENSO process and intensity
prediction. ENSO’s predictability is still constrained by various
errors such as model, initial condition, and stochastic “noise” of
the atmosphere (Moore and Kleeman, 1999; Balmaseda and
Anderson, 2009). Numerous attempts, such as statistics,
statistical dynamics, and ensemble techniques, are widely
applied to ENSO predictions to increase predictability (Lau
and Nath, 2006; Wang and Fiedler, 2006; Neale et al., 2008;
Kirtman and Min, 2009; Zhang et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2015;
Levine and Jin, 2015; Wu et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015; Atwood
et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2016; Levine et al., 2016; Vega-Westhoff
and Sriver, 2017; Maher et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020).
Subsequent studies have suggested that model errors,
especially uncertainty that raised from parametrization,
generally have more impact than initial conditions, especially
in climate prediction models (Stainforth et al., 2005; Christensen
et al., 2015a; Christensen et al., 2017a; Yang et al., 2019). Thus,
using ensemble approaches to estimate model errors and increase
forecasting skills is recommended by the scientific community
(Berner et al., 2016).

The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) has employed the stochastic parameterization scheme
describing unresolved subgrid (Berner et al., 2009; Palmer et al.,
2009; Leutbecher et al., 2017). This new ensemble approach is
capable of sampling the instability of unsolved atmospheric
processes, and this technique could be modified to monitor
the model error representation capability. Including this zero-
mean noise term in the general circulation model (GCM) can
reduce model biases, increase ensemble spread, and forecast skill.
Even in the absence of nonlinearity, this multiplicate noise is still
able to shift the mean climate of the model, which is beneficial to
model performance (Lin and Neelin, 2000, 2003; Berner et al.,
2009; Christensen et al., 2015b; Berner et al., 2015; Berner et al.,
2016).

Multiple studies have elucidated the significance of stochastic
processes in ENSO forcing (Flügel et al., 2004; Yeh and Kirtman,
2006). The value of stochastic perturbation is recognized in ocean
modeling already (Hasselmann, 1976). However, this stochastic
approach has not been widely investigated in coupled climate
models (Yang et al., 2019). Christensen et al. (2017b) applied the
stochastically perturbed parametrization tendency (SPPT)

scheme into the Community Climate System Model version 4
(CCSM4) and found that this scheme can reduce excessive ENSO
spectrum power. The overestimated ENSO magnitude was also
reduced due to improved zonal wind variability. Yang et al.
(2019) followed Christensen et al. (2017b) and put both SPPT
and stochastic kinetic energy backscatter (SKEB) schemes into
the European Community Earth-System Model (EC-Earth),
resulting in the improvement of the excessively weak
representation of ENSO.

Wu et al. (2019) adjusted SPPT and applied this stochastic
scheme to estimate the uncertainty introduced by cumulus
parameterization in the Weather Research and Forecasting
(WRF) model, finding that this modified approach could
substantially reduce precipitation bias. Christensen et al.
(2017b) and Wastl et al. (2019) proposed that different
parametrization schemes or tendencies terms may have
distinctive errors. Those schemes or terms should be
perturbed with independent noise patterns. The independent
SPPT (iSPPT) can accomplish this idea and results in an
increase in model spread as well as model performance.

According to Neale et al. (2008), altering the deep convection
parameterization will adjust the performance of ENSO
representation in CCSM3. This may ring a bell that each
parametrization may play a different role when attempting to
simulate ENSO, and various parametrization processes, even in
separate tendency terms, may yield different error characteristics.
However, Christensen et al. (2017b) and Yang et al. (2019) did not
use iSPPT for ENSO prediction. We consider this independent
perturbation, especially on convection parameterization, which
may be beneficial on ENSO forecasting. According to Wastl et al.
(2019), applying different perturbations on different tendency
terms can further raise the model performance. We assume that
this independent perturbation approach, on both separate
parametrization processes and distinct tendency terms, is more
reasonable to represent the model error. Therefore, this paper
includes a modified version of SPPT scheme into the Community
Earth System Model (CESM) and investigates its impact on
ENSO prediction as well as model performance. In addition,
modified SPPT grouped the tendency terms to make the
numerical model more robust and stable.

Model, Methods, Experiments, and Data
CESM 1.2.2 and Configuration
The CESM is a fully coupled global climate model. It was
developed and is maintained by the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR). In this research, version 1.2.2
is employed to explore the impact of different stochastic physics.
More precisely, the stochastic parameterization scheme is
implemented into CAM version 4, the atmosphere component
model of CESM. The primary reason to choose CESM is that
previous studies have shown that CESM exhibits a certain degree
of competence in simulating climate change and annual
variability, as well as the inter-decade change in the East
Asian climate (Li et al., 2016; Vega-Westhoff and Sriver, 2017;
Jiang et al., 2020).

This fully coupled global climate model has several
components. The atmosphere component is the Community
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Atmosphere Model (CAM). In this research, only CAM4 is
activated. CAM4 uses a finite-volume dynamic core with a
horizontal resolution of 0.9° × 1.25°. The focus of this paper is
lower atmospheric and ocean status. Therefore, CAM4 is only
running under 26 vertical levels of configuration. Ocean status is
provided by the Parallel Ocean Program (POP). The component
has approximately 1° horizontal resolution with 60 vertical levels.
The sea-ice component usually shares the same resolution with
the ocean. This research is no exception; the same 1° horizontal
and 60 vertical levels are employed in the sea-ice model
Community Ice CodE (CICE) and Community Ice Sheet
Model (Glimmer-CISM). CESM also includes the Community
Land Model (CLM) and the River Transport Model (RTM),
which share the same resolution configuration as the
atmosphere component.

The Stochastically Perturbed
Parameterization Schemes
The Original SPPT Scheme
The original SPPT scheme is used wildly in the medium-range
weather forecast. The European Centre is the first major
operational model center to use this approach. Researchers test
this method in much smaller scales, such as convective allowing
scale (Dorrestijn et al., 2013). Various climate models apply this
very scheme to archive better results (Berner et al., 2016;
Christensen et al., 2017a). The original SPPT scheme is also
referred to as the Buizza–Miller–Palmer (BMP) scheme (Buizza
et al., 1999). The BMP scheme was later replaced by a more
efficient spectral pattern generator created by Palmer et al. (2009).
This SPPT scheme assumes that the method of averaging is not
effective and that parameterization uncertainties are
representable as multiplicative noise terms. The noise used in
the SPPT scheme is a random two-dimensional field, with
temporal and spatial correlations; the amputation of each
perturbation is limited to within [−2σ, 2σ], where σ denotes
one standard deviation; this standard deviation is prescribed
before generating perturbation pattern. The perturbed net
tendency term (x) at each gridpoint is shown in formula (1):

x � xdyn + xdiffusion + (1 − r) · xparam, (1)

where xdyn represents tendency calculated from model dynamical
processes, xdiffusion stands for horizontal diffusion term, and xparam
represents the tendencies from parametrization processes. More
precisely, xparam denotes various parametrization physics
tendencies combined. The SPPT scheme intends to represent
the effects of subgrid-scale fluctuations. Therefore, the model’s
dynamic tendency is not necessary to touch. Zhijie et al. (2011)
also showed that a perturbation on dynamic tendency will not
yield the desired outcome.

The detailed information about how to generate a random
field r is described in Berner et al. (2015). Nevertheless, what is
different in this research is that we limit r in the range of [−1,1] to
avoid reverting the sign of tendency term, which also helps to
avoid numerical instability. According to Christensen et al.
(2017a), the suitable parameters for the global coupled climate

model are horizontal decorrelation 500 km and temporal
decorrelation of 6 h. The same setting is also applied in this
research for inter-comparison purposes.

Most studies suggest that the near-surface perturbation may
be too strong due to relatively large tendencies in the stratosphere
(Bouttier et al., 2012; Berner et al., 2015; Jankov et al., 2019; Lock
et al., 2019; Wastl et al., 2019). Therefore, we slightly deviated
from Christensen et al. (2017a) and smoothly reduced the
perturbation to zero at the surface and in the stratosphere for
more stable model runs.

The Modified SPPT Scheme
As stated above, Christensen et al. (2017b) suggest that different
parameterizations should be independently perturbed due to
different error characteristics or properties. Wastl et al. (2019)
also recommended such a strategy, but took one step further,
using a different pattern to perturb various tendency terms.
Interestingly, this approach is the original BMP scheme, which
is the prototype of the SPPT scheme, we are trying to use, but
quickly dropped due to instability reasons. There is no sufficient
research for a decisive conclusion on whether the tendency terms
should be perturbed independently or not. But for different
parameterizations, this independent perturbation should be
applied.

According to those researches, we modified the original SPPT
scheme used in Christensen et al. (2017b) and let the altered
scheme have the following ability: 1) each parametrization
process, especially deep convection, can be perturbed
independently; 2) tendency terms can be perturbed by two
groups, wind tendency terms (U and V) and temperature and
moist tendency terms (T and Q). This is unlike the Wastl et al.
(2019) approach, four tendency terms (U, V, T, and Q) are
perturbed by four independent noise pattern. The purpose of
deviating from Wastl et al. (2019) is that we observe numerical
instabilities during integration while using all different patterns
on those four tendency terms.

In order to compare with the original scheme, we used the
same parameters to generate perturbation in this modified
scheme, which is horizontal decorrelation 500 km and
temporal decorrelation of 6 h. The gridpoint variance is set to
0.5 because this is an empirical value.

Figure 1 shows the perturbation pattern snapshots in two
continuous timesteps.

Experiments Setup
To show the efficacy of the altered SPPT scheme and compare it
to the original scheme, three sets of experiments are performed.
These three sets are control (CTRL) experiments without
stochastic physics, SPPT experiments employing the original
stochastic scheme, and modified SPPT (ModSPPT) experiments.

Control Experiment
The control experiment aims to demonstrate the original
performance of the coupled climate model and evaluate how
accurate the ensemble system is when simulating the recent past.
The historical integrations cover the period of 1850–2000, with
the forcing from the fifth Coupled Model Intercomparison
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Project (Taylor et al., 2012). The period from 1850 to 1870 is used
as a spin-up run in order to have a more favorable ocean state to
run with the atmosphere model. The control experiment includes
four members. The first member uses standard forcing without
any ensemble technique. Member 2 is applying the same
forcing but started with two days of the lagged ocean state.
The configurations of members 3 and 4 are the same as those of
member 2, but the ocean state is lagged for three and four days,
respectively. Figure 2 demonstrates the experiment setup and
configuration. This control experiment is labeled as CTRL.

The Experiment Using the Original SPPT Scheme
The SPPT experiment also involves four members, and those
members share the same settings as CTRL. But in this
experiment, the four total tendency terms (U, V, T, Q, as
described in “The Original SPPT Scheme” section in the
CAM4 model) are perturbed using the same noise pattern
created by the spectral pattern generator. “The Original SPPT
Scheme” section includes the specifics about the design of this
scheme. The experiment using the original SPPT method is
marked as SPPT.

The Experiment Using the Modified SPPT Scheme
As discussed above, different parameterizations should be
perturbed separately since they have different error profiles.
Therefore, in this experiment, radiation, convection, boundary
layer processes, and other parameterizations are perturbed using
different noise patterns. Wind tendency terms (U and V) in the
same parameterization are perturbed by one noise pattern, and
temperature and moist tendency terms (T and Q) in the same
physics are perturbed by another noise pattern. The experiment
using the original SPPT method is marked as ModSPPT.

Observations and Reanalysis Data
The observations and reanalysis data of sea surface temperature
(SST) used in this paper for comparison are the Hadley Centre
Global Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) version 1
(Rayner et al., 2003).

This paper makes use of the Climate Variability Diagnostics
Package (CVDP) of the Community Earth System Model
working group (Phillips et al., 2014) to compute various
indices. Some figures in this manuscript were also using code
from this package.

RESULTS

Ensemble Performance
Since this study focuses on the ensemble method employed in a
coupled climate model, the first question we want to address is
how different ensemble approaches behave. Moreover, SST offers
critical information on the global climate system, notably useful
for detecting the El Niño and La Niña periods. Therefore, we
concentrate on the model simulation capacity of SST. The root-
mean-square error (RMSE) and ensemble spread were used as
evaluation criteria.

Figure 3 displays global SST RMSE between model runs and
HadISST. The RMSE is calculated for all four ensemble members;
then averaged RMSE is displayed in this plot. Error bars show the
standard deviation across different ensemble members. This plot
suggests that both different stochastic physics schemes can reduce
SST RMSE at least 15%, and modified SPPT can further reduce
SST bias. The CTRL experiment has a relatively large bias in
January, February, and March, which will result in a significant
impact on ENSO forecast and simulation. But applying SPPT and
ModSPPT scheme, this RMSE is decreased by 0.384 and 0.39 in
January, 0.465 and 0.468 in February, and 0.462 and 0.469 in
March. These RMSE reductions, despite small but nonzero
differences in SPPT and ModSPPT scheme, imply that
perturbing parameterization physics and tendencies with
independent noise patterns will increase the performance of
the ensemble system, at least in SST simulation.

Ensemble simulations usually allow measuring uncertainty
among the systems by calculating the variance of ensemble
members to quantify the spread within the ensemble.
Although increased ensemble spread does not necessarily
mean the best result, this score is an important criterion to
identify the performance of the ensemble system. Another
diagnostic that is often used to evaluate the ensemble system is
the comparison of the standard deviation to the RMSE of the
ensemble mean (RMSE/STD) ratio. Figure 4 displays both the
spread and RMSE/STD to identify the skill of different
ensemble approaches. The ModSPPT has a relatively large
spread at practically all months, except February, March, and
April, which have almost the same spread as the original SPPT
scheme. SPPT, on the other hand, also increases model spread
but not as much as ModSPPT does. This suggests that
ModSPPT has more capability to estimate model

FIGURE 1 | Snapshots of perturbation pattern used in this research. These two snapshots are taken from two continuous timesteps of the model.
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FIGURE 2 | The diagram of the ensemble experiment setup.

FIGURE 3 | Ensemble mean RMSE of global SST in different months. The RMSE is calculated between the observations and model simulations.

FIGURE 4 | The spread of different sets of experiments and RMSE/spread ratio. Dotted lines indicate the spread of each experiment; solid lines show the ratio of
RMSE dividing by ensemble spread. Blue, brown, and gray exhibit the result of ModSPPT, SPPT, and CTRL, respectively.
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uncertainty. RMSE/STD provides a more reasonable
comparison of these two approaches. This ratio led to the
same conclusion that ModSPPT has better performance in
coupled climate ensemble system. The CTRL experiment fails
behind SPPT and ModSPPT due to large RMSE in SST
simulation.

Those multiple comparisons prove that the assumptions we
proposed are beneficial for the coupled climate ensemble system.
We also observe model outputs 6–9 “QNEG” or “QNEG”
violation warnings every timestep during SPPT runs but only
3–5 warnings in CTRL and ModSPPT runs. Although this is
within the normal range, this may suggest that ModSPPT
perturbation is more favorable for CESM 1.2.2, and SPPT may
need more turning. Despite this, stochastic physics can still
increase model performance, especially the ModSPPT scheme,
perturbing parameterization physics and variables with
independent noise.

Impact on ENSO Simulation
The ENSO Spatial Composite
Many researchers suggest that most models have deficiencies that
will cause systematic errors in both amplitude and temporal
variability when simulating ENSO events (Lau and Nath, 2006;
Kirtman and Min, 2009; Wu et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2016;
Wang et al., 2020; Watterson et al., 2020). Although the coupled
climate model has improved over time, those deficiencies could
be equally present in the CESM 1.2.2 model. The composite of El
Niño and La Niña events is usually used to evaluate model
performance. In this research, the definition of ENSO is based
on a time series of SST in the box of 170°W–120°W, 5°S–5°N.
Seasonal average SST in boreal winter (DJF; December, January,
and February) is used to classify if a year is El Niño or La Niña. If
the SST average exceeds one standard deviation of the monthly
mean in the corresponding experiment output, it is called El Niño
this year. Below one standard deviation will be considered as La

FIGURE 5 | The spatial composite of El Niño for (A) ensemble mean CTRL, (B) first member of CTRL, (C) ensemble mean SPPT, (D) first member of SPPT, (E)
ensemble mean ModSPPT, (F) first member of ModSPPT, and (G) observations. The shaded area repersent the sea air temperature anomaly over the ocean, and
surface air temperature anomaly over land.
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Niña. Typically, only the ensemble mean is used for classification
and evaluation. Since the first member of the CTRL experiment
has the same configuration as the 1850–2000 historical run, it can
therefore be treated as a reference to the deterministic forecast, so
we also include the first member of three different sets of
experiments for assessment purpose. Besides that, there is also
a study on the original SPPT results of the CCSM 4 model with
just one member (Christensen et al., 2017a).

Figures 5 and 6 show spatial composites of El Niño and La
Niña in different ensemble approaches. The results are produced
from the averaging model outputs obtained from all the years that
have been defined as El Niño or La Niña by Niño-3.4 time series.
The colors indicate the average SST anomaly for corresponding
events. Over the land, SST anomaly is replaced with surface air
temperature anomaly.

The spatial structure of El Niño anomaly is well simulated by
the CTRL experiment, as displayed in Figure 5, as well as two
different stochastic physics schemes. The width and extent of warm
tongue suggested by HadISST are reasonably simulated in all three

sets of experiments, including both ensemble mean and the first
member of experiments. However, the CTRL run shows a much
weaker anomaly in the ensemble mean, whereas the original SPPT
scheme can correct this by increasing the amplitude of El Niño.
This result is consistent with that of Yang et al. (2019), who used
SPPT combined with another stochastic physics. Even though
ModSPPT is able to further increase the skill of the model, in
particular, the Central Eastern Pacific Ocean with the highest
magnitude of El Niño is comparable to that of HadISST. But,
model results for the first member of the ensemble are quite
different from the ensemble average. Member 1 of the CTRL
experiment has a stronger magnitude of El Niño than
observation. This indicates that CESM 1850–2000 historical run
has a warm bias of El Niño simulation and is consistent with
previous studies (Kirtman and Min, 2009; Berner et al., 2016;
Christensen et al., 2017a). Employing only stochastic physics in the
deterministic forecast, as Christensen et al. (2017a) did in their
research, can also increase themodel skill by reducing this bias in El
Niño simulation. ModSPPT, on the other hand, is even more

FIGURE 6 | Same as Figure 5 but of La Niña.
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effective in bringing model simulation close to HadISST. This
modified SPPT scheme yielded the best results in this comparison.

La Niña anomaly is also captured by these three sets of
experiments but not as well as El Niño. Figure 6 suggests that,
in La Niña events, this anomaly structure is not extending far
enough as HadISST does. These three experiments face the same
dilemma. For the magnitude, the ensemble mean of CTRL
experiment has not enough cold anomaly at the equator,
whereas SPPT can increase this anomaly by about 0.5°.
ModSPPT cannot improve La Niña anomalies compared to
SPPT; however, this modified scheme is still yielding a better
result than CTRL. This comparison finding also holds for the first
member of different experiments, except that the bias is in
another direction (too cold).

We use two different scores to quantify the performance of the
model. The pattern correlation (PC) generally shows how the
model simulates the ENSO structure, and root-mean-square
(RMS) differences show how far the model deviates from
observations, with that score being displayed in Figure 7. In
this plot, the red color indicates a better result. The TAS is used
here instead of SST because we also want to include temperature
over land. The PC of ENSOTAS inDJF is displayed.We found that
stochastic physics can increase the forecast skill of ENSO spatial
structure. However, PC shows no significant difference between
SPPT and ModSPPT, indicating that ModSPPT is unable to gain
benefit while the model trying to simulate ENSO structure.
However, the RMS difference has been reduced from 0.53 to
0.49, implying that the forecast skill of ENSO magnitude has
been increased when modifying the original SPPT scheme.

Figure 8 is the El Niño and La Niña composite Hovmöller
diagrams of HadISST and ensemble mean status of different sets
of experiments. This plot suggests that numeral simulation can
capture the main pattern of El Niño and La Niña, as shown in
Figures 5 and 6. SPPT has closer amplitude to observation,
whereas ModSPPT corrects the pattern. The quantified result
proves the La Niña Hovmöller pattern, and the SPPT scheme is
not well simulated in previous research (Christensen et al., 2017a;
Yang et al., 2019) improved by 0.07 in PC score. SPPT scheme can
improve the performance in El Niño Hovmöller pattern, but
ModSPPT is still able to gain that increment by 0.01 more.

The result of the El Niño and La Niña composites indicates
that the application of stochastic physics to a coupled climate
model is capable of improving the amplitude of ENSO in
ensemble simulation, but less improvement in spatial
structure. By changing the original SPPT scheme, ModSPPT
could enable further enhancement of ENSO prediction.
Applying those schemes in deterministic simulation, not a
recommended approach but a practical one, still yields a
favorable result when it comes to ENSO amplitude prediction.

The Temporal Variability of ENSO
Since fully coupled climate model simulation is used extensively
in the ENSO variability investigation, in particular on decadal and
longer time frames, therefore, whether ModSPPT is able to gain
the skill of simulating ENSO in temporal variability is another
question we want to answer.

The variability of ENSO can be diagnosed using the time series
of Niño-3.4 annual cycle. Figure 9 shows ENSO by calculating the
standard deviation of themonthly means in different experiments
as well as HadISST. This is different from Figure 4, which is the
ensemble mean of monthly means. Another difference is that
Figure 9 only includes Niño-3.4, but Figure 4 demonstrates the
global performance of ensemble approaches. From this plot, we
can quickly diagnose that ModSPPT has the strongest variability
compared to other ensemble methods in almost all 12 months.
The increment of this benefit is more than 0.075, which is almost
15% of the CTRL ensemble mean. But all three sets of
experiments show variability levels below HadISST, indicating
that all ensemble systems underestimate the ENSO variability.

Various studies reporting applying ensemble mean without
any weight may result in weaker ENSO variability (Atwood et al.,
2016; Vega-Westhoff and Sriver, 2017). Only including one
member will indeed get a stronger variability because the
ensemble means usually smooth the result especially where the
negative and positive change occurred in different members.
Therefore, Figure 9 also included the first member of each set
of experiments. This first member comparison suggests that
ModSPPT is still able to bring the original SPPT scheme close
to observation, whereas SPPT already weakens the overestimated
variability in the CTRL experiment. The result from the first

FIGURE 7 | Pattern correlation scores and RMSD scores. Red indicates the desired result, which shows better performance. Blue suggests the opposite
conclusion.
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member, which has the same configuration as the deterministic
historical run, proves that this modified SPPT scheme has better
results as the ensemble means suggested.

The power spectrum is demonstrated in Figure 10. The CTRL
has flattened and weaker response and missing 6–7 years
oscillations. The 3–4 years oscillations are also significantly
reduced. This is not similar to what previous researchers have
found where CMIP5 coupled models may have narrow and
sharp results. The deviation from previous researchers may also
be due to the averaged ensemble result, which is smoothed toomuch.
The SPPT scheme can preserve a 3-year signal but not as strong as
HadISST. ButModSPPT is able to get a stronger signal on 2–3 years’
oscillations while having a 5-year signal. The effect of stochastic
physics on ENSO is consistent with what’s seen in the CCSM, where
warmer SSTs are correlated with strong El Niño events with a sharp
ENSO power spectrum. However, the root of the problem requires
further analysis such as using the delayed oscillator model.

The performance of the temporal variability of ENSO is
boosted by introducing this modified SPPT scheme. It can
increase underestimated Niño-3.4 variability and reduce the
same variability when it comes to deterministic run. Results
confirm that ModSPPT has better performance than the
original scheme. We can also learn from this intercomparison
that ensemble mean is not a satisfactory summary statistic since
the average of members could be almost zero when there is more
significant variance in fact.

DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates the performance of a modified SPPT
scheme on ENSO simulation and prediction using CESM 1.2.2.
Three sets of four-member historical ensemble experiments,
including time-lagged CTRL, original SPPT scheme, and
ModSPPT scheme, are analyzed and compared with observation.
The main findings of this work are summarized as follows.

1) Applying independent noise patterns to different parameterization
physics and different tendency terms is beneficial to model
performance. The modified scheme is able to reduce global SST
RMSE by 20.5% and increase the model spread by 21.6%
compared to the CTRL experiment, that is, 0.4 and 6.2%
performance boosts, respectively, compared to the original
scheme. This comparison suggests that independent
perturbation approaches are advantageous to CESM, similar to
those performed in the convective-allowing scalemodel. But unlike
such a scale, if all tendency terms are perturbed with the
independent pattern, it will cause numerical model instability in
CESM. Therefore, grouping the tendency terms and then applying
the different patterns to that group is a more reasonable approach.

2) The stochastic physics can improve ENSO’s amplitude, but
this modified SPPT scheme can further improve the
amplitude of ENSO. Although there is less improvement in
spatial structure, the ModSPPT scheme has the ability to
boost the pattern correlation score of La Niña Hovmöller by
0.07 compared to the original scheme. This is primarily due to
the increase in the ocean’s mean status in the tropical Pacific,
where the major model has deficiencies. The variability also
demonstrates amplitude increment for interannual timescales
compared to the original scheme.

FIGURE 8 | Hovmöller diagrams of El Niño composites (A)–(D) and La
Niña composites (E)–(H) for HadISST, ensemble mean CTRL, ensemble
mean SPPT, and ensemble mean SPPT. SSTs are averaged between 5°S
and 5°N.
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FIGURE 9 | Themonthly variability of Niño 3.4. Solid lines show themean of the annual cycle in Niño-3.4 variability. This value is calculated by the standard deviation
of the monthly means of the Niño-3.4 time series. Marks show the same value but for the first member only. Blue, brown, and gray show the result of ModSPPT, SPPT,
and CTRL, respectively.

FIGURE 10 | The power spectrum of the Niño 3.4 time series. The top x-axis suggests the period in years, and the bottom x-axis is the frequency in cycles per
month. Blue and green lines are the 95 and 99% confidence bounds of the best-fit auto-regressive spectrum. This best-fit spectrum is shown as red lines.
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3) Both the first member of the ensemble system and ensemble
mean of the modified scheme can show improvement but in a
different manner. Ensemble means generally show
underestimating amplitude and not enough ENSO variability,
while the first member usually overestimates them. A simple
average without any weighting of ensemble member status will
result in ignoring the useful signals. This may call for proper
weights, as Sun et al. (2017) proposed, to be determined before
summarizing such a collection of projections.
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